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Abstract: The European Commission’s renewable energy directive introduced a market-based Guarantees of Origin (GO)-trade system that gives consumers the choice of buying “real” green energy. This has been successful, as the market share of Dutch households that buy green energy grew to 64% in 2015. However, societal organizations are dissatisfied with the green energy offered, categorizing it as “cheat” electricity. This article aims to solve this riddle of a successful product created under the GO-trade system but also heavily criticized. Research reveals a lively marketplace with buyers eager to buy green energy and energy producers offering a wide range of labels. Marketplace mechanisms are strongly influenced by political choices, and financial support for energy suppliers makes green energy a credible option. Societal groups, however, argue that the information provided is incomplete and misleading, that buying green energy does not impact positively on greenhouse gas reduction, and that better information and structural reform are required. The GO-trade system is strongly influenced by member states’ national energy politics. Societal organizations have helped to optimize the implementation of the GO-trade system in the Netherlands, but they are not expected to be able to support the creation of a level playing field in which an optimal GO-trade system will flourish.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

The liberalization process in energy markets over the last two decades offered the European Commission an opportunity to stimulate the introduction of a market-based system to buy green energy. Guarantees of Origin (GOs) are the keystone in the market-based system that should ensure the origin of “real” green energy. After the idea was launched in 2001, Directive 2009/28 elaborated the new system both for issuing, transferring, and cancelling GOs and for organizing issuing bodies and supervision. The idea of the renewable energy directive was that consumer preferences would influence the switch to reduce CO₂ emissions as scheduled [1].

The market for households and small business that is the focus in this article opened in the Netherlands July 2001 before the market for all electricity products started. Since then, the consumption of green energy has grown steadily to a share of 64% of all households and small companies in 2015 [2]. Consumers were apparently excited by the idea of buying green energy and contributing to the mitigation of negative climate effects. Dutch households’ enthusiasm was not, however, matched in any other European country. This is remarkable, considering the low share of renewable energy in overall Dutch consumption in comparison to that in the EU-27 countries [3].
Despite the success of green electricity in terms of increased Dutch market share, societal organizations’ criticism of green electricity for households and small business made green electricity a contaminated market label in the Netherlands. Their argument was firstly that the market for green energy was not transparent because the information provided by companies offering green energy was misleading for consumers [4,5]. Furthermore, Dutch households buying green electricity would not in any way contribute to diminishing CO$_2$ emissions. National media reported regularly that green energy as sold in the Netherlands did not contribute to diminishing CO$_2$ emissions [6,7].

1.2. What Is the Market-Based GO-Trade System in Directive 2009/28?

In the Netherlands, a green energy certificate system started in the 1990s as a burden-sharing system used by energy companies to account for their part in renewable energy production. This private system, set up by the energy sector, was transformed into a public system under national legislation of the Ministry of Economic Affairs [8–10]. The new system was no longer used for the energy sector itself. It was operational from July 2001 as the first part of an energy market for households and small business was liberalized. Because of tax exemptions, the market for green electricity was popular amongst consumers but criticized for excessive stimulation and lack of supervision [11].

The Commission’s idea was to give energy consumers the choice of buying green energy and thereby enhance consumption and production of renewable energy [1,12]. A European Commission directive proposed the introduction of a market-based system for issuing and trading green energy certificates; such trading fits well in the process of liberalizing energy markets. The system as proposed by the Commission included definitions of “green energy”, rules about the process of issuing green certificates, trade in green energy, surveillance of the process, and the role of different participants [1,12]. In the Netherlands, the European system replaced the national trade system that had been in use for several years.

The Commission asked member states to take responsibility for the arrangements to enable renewable energy producers’ requests for a GO to be accommodated. A GO is defined in article 1 as “an electronic document which has the sole function of providing proof to a final customer that a given share or quantity of energy was produced from renewable sources” [1]. The Commission obliged member states to set up an electronic system with high quality standards [1] (pp. 19–20). A GO is the equivalent of one megawatt of energy and is valid for a period of one year, after which it expires [1]. The GO administration should contain: the energy source, type of energy (electricity, cooling, heating), description of the production installation, whether the production of renewable energy was financially supported, unique identification number including date and country of issue [1,12].

The highlights of the GO-trade system as proposed in Directive 2009/28 are visualized in Figure 1. The Commission requires member states to set up a system of GO trade with an issuing body in a central position. Member states can designate organizations to act on their behalf to put in place appropriate mechanisms to ensure that GOs are issued, transferred, and cancelled [1]. The issuing body is supposed to be an organization that is independent of energy production, transfer, or supply.

The Commission obliges member states to create a system that confirms the origin of electricity produced from renewable energy sources. The GO market as set up by member states should meet high quality standards such as objectivity, transparency, and non-discrimination [1,12]. Member states should construct their own system to supervise the issuance, transfer, and cancellation of GOs. The Commission chose to be itself responsible for the supervision of the international GO-trade system.

Energy market liberalization makes each member state responsible for ensuring that its country’s energy suppliers communicate essential information to customers [1,13]. Energy suppliers should explain every year: the contribution of each energy source to the overall fuel mix and information on the environmental impact (at least CO$_2$ emissions and radioactive waste). A model of the label was developed in order to structure the communication between energy suppliers and consumers [14].
Since 2015, an element has been added in the Dutch electricity label: the origin of renewable energy in terms of the location of the production in or outside the Netherlands.

![Diagram of GO-trade system](image)

**Figure 1.** Design of the GO-trade system according to Directive 2009/28.

A consequence of the member states’ high quality market-based GO-trade system is that GOs should be mutually recognized by participants. A member state has the right to refuse GOs from other countries according to the Commission. The refusal should in that case be explained to the Commission in terms of violations of the high quality standards (2001/77; 2009/28). The renewable directive explicitly makes clear that GOs do not play a role in the monitoring of a country’s performance as far as its goal attainment is concerned [1]. A country’s performance is monitored by measuring its own production of renewable energy. The consumption of renewable energy does not influence a member state’s performance.

### 1.3. Theory and Policy Theory Regarding GO Trade

The introduction of a European trade system for GOs is an interesting subject because of the connection to current debates and discussions about the liberalization of European energy markets, market-based trade systems, the role of citizens and consumers in the market system, and the relation between public actors and the energy production and supply sector. Below, we connect the GO-trade system with some ongoing discussions, theories, and conceptual models.

The design of a market-based GO-trade system can be interpreted as a development that is part of the liberalization of the European energy market. The realization of a competitive market and the protection of consumer interests was an important step in this process, but energy market liberalization is proving to be a difficult process. The old mechanisms in the centralized power of large companies and national preoccupations with the energy sector are persistent [15]. Governments had problems adapting to the realities of a liberalized market and chose their own interpretation during implementation [16]. The question here is whether the GO-trade system overcame these problems, as green energy trade seems to be a great success in the Netherlands. Were national interests not an obstacle in this case?

Dutch experiences with the predecessor of the GO-trade system showed that the design of a good trade system is demanding. An evaluation of the system revealed some weak spots: the quality of the administration, the administrator’s independence of the energy sector, adequate supervision [11]. The Commission similarly found that the design of government-mandated market-based systems is not easy. The Emission Trading System (ETS) is a cornerstone in the Commission’s climate policy, yet, according to some, design flaws limit its effectiveness [17]. In several periods, the CO2 prices were much lower than expected due to a lack of confidence in the system as well as uncertainty about political responses [18,19]. ETS implementation requires an active role on the part of the governments of major emitting countries to limit emissions [17].
In principle, green energy consumers have a key role in a liberalized energy system. The idea is that their preferences determine the supply of energy or renewable energy to be delivered. The Commission is well aware that the interests of consumers or other societal groups are subordinate in European decision-making processes [20]. The same goes for policy processes in the field of energy in the Netherlands [15]. The Commission points out that an active role for consumers and other groups is a major challenge that should be addressed. According to some, the active participation of these groups in decision-making must be translated into new criteria for legislation processes [21]. The failure to involve consumers’ representatives or other societal groups in the design of the market-based GO-trade system could perhaps be a reason for their dissatisfaction with it. Additionally, it should be questioned why the success of the GO trade was not countered by the lack of consumer participation.

In policy sciences, there is growing awareness that government action is limited because of the networks in which private as well as semi-public and public actors participate [22]. This means that governmental activities like the design of a new system such as GO trade can only be understood when the actors directly and indirectly involved are considered. Jan Rotmans points out that, in Dutch energy transition, special attention needs to be given to the large energy companies in the market [23]. In his opinion, many private, semi-public, and public actors are involved in the energy market; the large energy companies in particular influence the outcomes of decision-making. Others see the combination of market-driven forces and public policy as the key to understanding energy consumption and production [24]. Energy market liberalization did not make government involvement obsolete [25].

2. Methodology

2.1. Domain

The domain of research is the implementation structure realized to implement Directive 2009/28. This structure is visualized in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. GO-implementation structure realized in the Netherlands as implemented on the basis of Directive 2009/28.](image)

The starting point in the implementation structure is the marketplace in which energy suppliers and consumers meet. The energy supplier provides information about the offered energy labels as well as energy. Consumers are free to buy the energy; this means that they choose a contract type (e.g., annual contract), the price, and the origin of the energy (e.g., renewable energy). In the Dutch marketplace, the energy market is dominated by three energy suppliers that satisfy around 80% of demand [2]. In sum, around 7.7 million households use energy in the Netherlands [26]. This group accounts for around 20% of national energy consumption in the Netherlands [26].

CertiQ was established in July 2003 and is a 100% subsidiary of the national Transport System Organization (TenneT). CertiQ has been appointed by the Ministry of Economic Affairs as the national implementing organization. CertiQ certifies renewable energy and issues GOs as evidence that the
energy is truly green and describes the source: sun, wind, water, and biomass. When a GO is issued, CertiQ credits it to the account of a trader or a producer. Certificates issued by CertiQ can be traded within Europe. CertiQ is a member of the Association of Issuing Bodies (AIB), an international partnership of European Guarantee of Origin organizations.

AIB is an international platform of European organizations responsible for GO standards and measurement. The energy certificate system administrators across Europe are members of AIB, mostly transmission system operators, electricity regulators, and energy market operators. The AIB's purpose is to develop, use, and promote a standardized system: the European Energy Certificate System—EECS. EECS offers a framework for creating and transferring electronic documents. The harmonized standards enable the owners of EECS certificates to transfer them to other domestic and international account holders. EECS is based on structures and procedures that ensure the reliable operation of an international certificate scheme.

The Autoriteit Consument en Markt (ACM) is charged with competition oversight, sector-specific regulation of several sectors, and enforcement of consumer protection laws. ACM aims to create a level playing field, where all businesses play by the rules and where well-informed consumers exercise their rights. ACM holds in its tool box: investigations, monitoring, publishing (sanction) decisions. ACM is open to contact with consumers and communicates actively through Consuwijzer. Consumers can file complaints against companies if they feel that economic law has been violated.

2.2. Concepts, Goal, Research Questions, Method

The main concepts in this article are defined in Sections 1.2 and 2.1.

Green electricity is electricity whose green credentials can be proved by a GO issued by a body like CertiQ. Suppliers buy GOs and cancel them to cover the green energy demand of their clientele. The issuing body is responsible for checking whether the renewable energy is actually produced, and a supervisor controls the issuing, transfer, and cancellation of GOs.

Green energy in the GO-market system as defined in the renewable energy directive is a product that is supposed to give an impetus to an energy transition in the electricity market. The market-based GO system is objective, transparent, and non-discriminative. Energy suppliers are supposed to inform consumers about the offered product.

“Cheat” green electricity is either electricity whose origin as renewable energy cannot be proved by a GO or electricity that does not comply with the standards and norms of the renewable energy directive.

The goal of this research is to describe and explain the success of Dutch households’ consumption of renewable energy as well as to describe and explain the criticism regarding the lack of transparency and lack of additionality of the market-based GO-trade system.

Research questions:

Q1. How successful has the consumption of green energy (in terms of the size of the market share) been in the Netherlands, and how can we explain this in terms of the implementation mechanisms of the renewable energy directive and its broader context?

Q2. How have representatives of consumers and other societal groups criticized the GO-trade system, and how can we understand this criticism from their motives and their position in the implementation structure?

Q3. What actions were taken by societal groups as a follow-up to their criticism? Do their activities affect the market-based GO-trade system?

Our data collection strategy was to describe and analyze the green energy delivery process. We conceptualized this delivery process as an interaction process between actors in the implementation structure of Directive 2009/28 and actors in the environment such as national governments, consumer organizations, and other societal groups. We started with the renewable energy directive
and organizations directly involved in the GO system and in addition addressed the broader implementation context.

The method included three steps. As government designed the GO system, we started with the description of the GO system as designed in the EC directive and national legislation (Step 1). Texts were gathered and analyzed. In several interviews, questions were asked about the directive and specific subjects therein.

We continued (Step 2) by describing and analyzing the marketplace in which the green energy was traded. During this step, statistical information about GO trade in the Netherlands and imports to and exports from the Netherlands were analyzed using information from CertiQ, AIB, and RECS. We used a combination of interviews and document research to describe and analyze the differences in the implementation structure. An interview was held with one of the three energy suppliers and representatives of the energy sector (Energie Nederland, RECS International, Vereniging voor Energie, Milieu en Water (VEMW). Because consumers as such cannot be observed, we used secondary material, especially questionnaires, to reconstruct consumers’ purchases and understand their motives.

In addition, we reconstructed the broader context of the actors involved (Step 3) as the marketplace is a network that is open to influences by other actors:

- National government (Ministry of Economic Affairs);
- Consumers’ representatives (Consumentenbond (CB), and Eigen Huis (EH)), nature and environmental groups (Greenpeace, Natuur en Milieueen organisatie, Wereld Natuur Fonds, and Wise), and other organizations: Hivos, Hier Opgeweekt;
- Energy companies’ representatives (Energie Nederland VEMV); and
- Representatives of the energy sector and consumers.

Finally, two experts were consulted: one specializing in green energy trade (ECN) and one specializing in market design (TUD).

In sum, 21 interviews were held, of which 13 face-to-face and 8 interviews by phone. Several interviewees were contacted several times. In many cases, interviewees provided additional material that was analysed. Document research included statistics from CertiQ, AIB, RECS, and the Central Bureau of Statistics.

The answer to research question one is based on the research during Steps 1 and 2, although information from Step 3 was also used. The answer to research question one is presented in Section 3.1. The answers to research questions two and three are especially based on Step 3, but the results from Steps 1 and 2 were also used. The answer to research question two is presented in Section 3.2. The answer to research question three can be found in Section 3.3.

3. Results

3.1. Successful Implementation of EC 2009/28, Large Demand and Supply

Directive 2009/28 introduced a GO-trade system that set in motion an active trade in green energy. In the period 2003–2015, the green energy market share rose to 64% of every household as shown in Table 1. The development of the consumer market for green energy was obviously successful. Energy suppliers were able to accommodate Dutch consumers’ large and rising demand. Consumers were very interested in green energy from the start, and eventually two out of every three consumers switched to it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market-share green energy</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: [2,27–31].
What is remarkable is green energy consumption’s high market share in 2003. This is to some degree explained by the quick rise in demand for green energy when it was introduced under the regime of the Dutch predecessor of Directive 2009/28 [11]. After the first three years (2003) of green energy trade, one of every three consumers bought green energy.

Consumers’ interest in green energy is not unconditional however, as research shows. The price of energy is by far the most important motive for consumers’ energy choice [32]. Market research reveals that only a fraction of all consumers (20%–25%) are interested in green energy if prices are high [33]. The most important motive for consumers to switch to another energy contract is a better price. Around 10% of consumers mention the greenness of renewable energy as a motive for choosing another energy supplier [31]. Apparently, the large market share cannot be interpreted one dimensionally as resulting from a deliberate choice to reduce CO\textsubscript{2} emissions.

A relevant question is how to explain why consumers buy renewable energy if prices are the most influential motive. Part of the answer is that the preference for renewable energy on the Dutch market was not obstructed by higher prices. Prices for renewable energy were competitive and sometimes even in the low price range because of successive governments’ financial support to energy suppliers between 2001 and 2015. At first, tax exemptions (2001–2004) kept down the price of green energy [11]. Later on, production cost differences were mitigated by the MEP subsidy (2005–2006) and the SDE+ (2008–2015). The Dutch issuing body found that demand for GOs depended strongly on subsidies [34]. The tax exemptions were replaced by the MEP subsidy, which was abolished soon, and so the market dropped 20%.

The rise in green energy’s market share shows consumers’ interest in green energy as well as the ability of energy suppliers to accommodate this demand. Each of the energy companies tried to secure its share of the green energy market with active marketing of their labels [35–37]. The Dutch energy suppliers grasped the opportunity offered by liberalization to provide green energy. Each of the larger energy companies (Nuon/Vattenval, Essent/RWE and Eneco) offered its green energy labels to the market. Some new energy suppliers entered the market offering renewable energy [35].

Statistics demonstrate that Dutch production covers around 28% of Dutch renewable energy demand. Around 75% of the remaining demand (72% of Dutch renewable demand) is covered by GO imports, especially water energy [34,38]. This strategy was a necessary condition for energy suppliers to accommodate consumer demand. In 2015, 70% of the GO water energy imports were covered by water energy from the Scandinavian countries (Norway, Sweden, and Finland) and Iceland. Although the precise number of water energy imports and each country’s share vary, the dominance of water energy in the imports from these countries is evident [39].

ACM interprets green energy as an essential product characteristic for competition for a homogeneous good such as electricity. To some extent, green energy was a lever to enter the market, although the market structure did not change [35]. The number of green energy labels was from the start more than sufficient to create choice [34]. Recently, energy companies have been using green energy labels to differentiate their prices strongly [2]. No societal organization filed complaints against GO trade as developed under Directive 2009/28. ACM’s attitude as a supervisor regarding green energy was benevolent, and this gave green energy a competitive edge.

Although the green energy trade was criticized by national media and consumer organizations, CertiQ’s GO administration developed into an undisputed institution. GOs were accepted in the market as proof that renewable energy was produced. CertiQ provided the independent institution that was needed after the energy sector itself had previously been completely responsible [11].

As explained above, national government provided different national schemes to support the demand for green energy. An additional support was a consequence of the match between GOs issued and national support schemes. GOs are an obligatory part of the submissions for support of energy production companies. This match between the two resulted in an accurate GO administration because almost all investments in renewable energy are covered by submissions. In comparison to other countries, the Dutch GO-trade system covers more than 90% of the production of renewable energy; this is the highest in Europe [39].
In sum, the answer to research question one is that green energy consumption in the Netherlands was successful because green energy became the most popular label bought by households and small business. Economic and political forces in the marketplace under the rule of the freshly introduced market-based GO system explain the success of green energy labels in the Netherlands. A large proportion of Dutch households chose to buy green energy at competitive prices. Energy suppliers accommodated the demand by importing Scandinavian green energy in particular. The fact that energy suppliers could prove that their energy was green stimulated the market. National support schemes were important because they enabled energy companies to offer competitive prices. As price is the most important factor in consumers’ choice of an energy label, this political action was crucial. The issuing body and the supervisor were satisfied about the GO system and the development of the market because in their opinion it operated within the legal rules.

3.2. Criticism of the GO-Trade System: Transparency, Additionality

3.2.1. Lack of Transparency

Directive 2009/28 presupposes that GO trade takes place in an objective and transparent market (see Section 2). In order to substantiate this transparency, GOs must contain descriptive information about, amongst other things, the origin of the renewable energy. Furthermore, energy suppliers are obliged to produce an electricity label for consumers every year with information about the sustainability of their energy supply as well as the share of renewable energy in the fuel mix.

In order to provide clarity about the meaning of the legislation, ACM developed a method to calculate the sustainability of energy supplied by suppliers active on the Dutch market. In addition, a model of companies’ electricity label was developed in Dutch legislation. Since 2004, ACM checks the content of electricity labels and the calculation methods as the law prescribes. In their opinion, the transparency of the green electricity market is guaranteed by issuing well-defined certificates and the check on the energy suppliers’ electricity labels. Their appraisal of the market as “objective” and “transparent” is based on the idea the Dutch energy suppliers operate within the boundaries prescribed by European and Dutch law.

Since liberalization, societal organizations like Consumentenbond and Greenpeace have monitored the energy market. After joint research by several societal organizations, their conclusion was that the green electricity market was not transparent. Energy suppliers did not provide the information necessary for consumers to choose the energy label that fitted their preferences. In their opinion, energy suppliers were inaccurate about the nature of the green energy delivered, especially about the background of the green energy. Figure 3 shows two pathways by which green energy can be delivered but that cannot be discerned in energy suppliers’ offers.

![Figure 3](image-url). Green pathway (1) and red pathway (2) by which energy suppliers can deliver green electricity to consumers in the Netherlands.
Green pathway (1): GOs are bought by a trader, energy producer, or energy supplier as legal proof that renewable energy was produced. An energy supplier buys sufficient renewable energy to cover its customers’ green energy needs.

Red pathway (2): GOs are bought by a trader, energy producer, or energy supplier as legal proof that renewable energy was produced. An energy supplier buys a combination of fossil, nuclear, or renewable energy from an energy producer to cover its customers’ energy needs.

The existence of two different pathways is a consequence of the existence of two separate markets: the electricity market and the GO market. Consequently, it is possible to sell to all consumers a 100% renewable energy label although the fuel mix is 100% energy from coals. The coalition of societal organizations claims that the distinction between the green and the red pathway to deliver green energy should be made explicitly clear in communications with consumers.

The information as communicated through the electricity label is, in their opinion, not sufficient to adequately inform consumers. Consumers are therefore not aware of the true nature of products and are therefore not able to choose the product that fits their needs. The coalition partners try to provide additional information to support the decision-making process.

Energy suppliers did not all respond in the same way to the criticism from the societal organizations. One of the big energy suppliers chose an active sustainability strategy in 2008, announced a number of measures, and cooperated with the societal organizations. The two other energy suppliers did not respond to the criticism, chose a strategy that defended the red pathway, and did not cooperate with the societal organizations.

Difficulties in understanding the products provided by energy suppliers are manifest in consumers’ opinions, given that half of consumers say that the offer on an energy label is unclear [31]. In addition, a substantial proportion of consumers (around 40%) think that buying green energy results in additional investment in renewable energy [32]. Furthermore, the nature of green energy is a difficult subject as one in every eight consumers thinks that green energy does not exist [40]. A group of consumers indicates that it has lost confidence in energy companies and sees them as an obstacle in the switch to a zero-emission society [41].

Market transparency is a matter of national interest, yet outdated from a European perspective. In 2006, soon after the market liberalization started, the Commission recognized the insufficient indication of the origin of electricity as a main deficiency of the European legal framework [42]. In an elaborate research project on the disclosure of market information, different European countries proved to be aware of the deficiencies of information disclosure about renewable energy. Not only were these deficiencies discovered, but also they have been the subjects of deliberation of possible improvements [43].

This subsection provides part of the answer to research question two. Representatives of consumers and other societal groups criticize the lack of transparency of the green energy market. In the opinion of societal groups, energy consumers are not adequately informed about the nature of green energy. Especially the red pathway for buying GOs to account for green energy delivery and buying a combination of fossil, nuclear, and renewable energy is not acceptable. From their perspective, it is not acceptable in a market-based system that consumers are not informed properly.

3.2.2. GO-Trade System

The idea of GO trade as introduced by the Commission is to enable consumers to buy green energy, thereby stimulating the consumption of renewable energy and supporting an energy transition. In the interviews, societal organizations expressed criticism of the effects of GO trade. In most interviews, the absence of any renewable energy consumption effect was mentioned. The existence of a second pathway to supply green energy without actually buying or producing renewable energy was seen as a problem of the GO-trade system.

The second pathway (red way) to supply renewable energy results in GO trade without a contribution to a switch or energy transition (see Figure 4). Several interviewees hinted at the absence
of any effects of water energy imports, which is the most traded form of renewable energy through the GO-trade system [44]. Societal organizations referred especially to counties like Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and Finland. These groups obviously claim that the GO-trade system is not an effective instrument to realize countries’ national overall goals regarding CO₂-emission reduction.

Closer inspection of statistics about GO trade can clarify the interviewees’ opinion. Iceland produces all its energy needs by renewable energy and operates as an autonomous country. Energy imports to Iceland or exports from the island are not possible because there is no pipeline infrastructure to other countries. Iceland participates in GO trade as designed by the European countries and sells almost all GOs to interested energy companies or traders [38,44,45]. The inhabitants of Iceland are not interested in buying renewable energy, as indicated by the less than 1% of GOs that are redeemed [46]. The GO export provides additional revenues for the energy suppliers. Any stimulus on additional production or consumption is physical impossible because there is no pipeline infrastructure to the mainland.

The same lack of impetus on additional water energy production seems to hold for GO imports from Norway, Sweden, and Finland.

- The level of production of water energy in Norway, Sweden, and Finland after the introduction of Directive 2009/28 (2008–2014) did not change, as statistics of the International Energy Agency show [47]. The amount of water energy produced is different every year but does not rise over the course of years. Statistics of the Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and Energy show the same pattern in Norway, being the country that exports the largest amount of water GOs [48].
- Prices for GOs are low (in 2015: around 22 eurocent) and therefore do not provide a stimulus for investment in water energy. Norway received an estimated €2 million for its GO exports, Sweden €1.25 million, and Finland €0.5 million [43,49]. GO trade gives energy companies or traders an additional source of income but is at this moment not an influential parameter in the behavior of private organizations in the energy sector.
- GO trade creates a reality on paper that differs from the usual trade in goods and services. For example: Norway produces 98% of its energy needs by means of water energy [46]. This is a convenient technology, using water and height differences provided by the country’s natural terrain. Around 12% of its water energy is actually exported through the existing pipeline infrastructure to other countries, amongst which the Netherlands [50]. GO trade resulted for Norway in an export of 88% of Norwegian renewable energy [46]. Renewable energy is not a popular product, as around 22% of Nordic citizens buy renewable energy to cover their electricity needs. The Norwegian energy companies’ GO-trade system is not of much interest to consumers or citizens.
In interviews with the Ministry of Economic Affairs, CertiQ, and ACM, the existence of the two pathways was recognized. The imports and exports of Scandinavian GOs were interpreted by these organizations as in line with the European legislation in the renewable energy directive. The failure of the GO-trade system to stimulate additional production of renewable energy was not seen as a problem by the aforementioned organizations. The point of view of the Ministry of Economic Affairs matches with the procurement procedures of national and local governments. A substantial proportion of local and national governments’ energy needs is covered by energy from the red pathway [51,52].

Societal groups’ criticism regarding the effectiveness of GO trade refers to the conduct of specific countries not only in selling their GOs but also in keeping their energy. The idea of several societal groups is that the mechanisms of the market-based system do not contribute to realizing goals regarding CO\textsubscript{2}-emission reductions. In the interviews, several shortcomings in the GO-trade system were mentioned. The comments in these interviews are in line with the information in statistical data mentioned earlier in this section in relation to the lack of impetus for GO exports in Scandinavian countries.

In the first place, low prices for GOs were mentioned as an obstacle in the GO-trade system. Interviewees in the energy sector stated that GO demand is smaller than GO supply, with resulting low prices, as confirmed by RECS statistics [53]. Research reveals that Scandinavian GO prices varied in the period 2008–2015 between 0.10 eurocent and 0.25 eurocent [49]. Low prices are a structural problem in a market-based system because they do not result in an acceptable return on suppliers’ investments.

Secondly, green energy producers in the two largest EU countries, that is, Germany and France, do not participate in GO submissions [39]. When countries other than France and Germany are added to the calculations, in sum 32% of energy production is not eligible for GOs because of national supports. These countries use the renewable energy directive to discourage GO submissions. According to article 15 of Directive 2009/28, national governments can choose to let energy producers lose the right to financial support for their renewable energy when the renewable energy is submitted for GOs. The revenues from GO trade are much lower than national financial support, and therefore energy producers do not participate in the GO-trade system. Another 20% is eligible for GOs but is not submitted. GOs that are issued cover 49% of the renewable energy produced [53].

Finally, GO trade as a market-based system aims to stimulate demand, whereas many national policies aim at energy production. Therefore, a dominant position for consumers in the market-based system cannot be realized. Several countries such as Germany and France stick to their reflex for the active involvement with energy supply experienced at the start of the market liberalization. The Netherlands is no exception, because Dutch tax exemptions and financial support for energy producers made the prices of renewable energy competitive. Directive 2009/28 sets the goals for renewable energy in terms of performance on energy supply, although while the policy for the directive was being developed a market-based system was discussed.

This subsection provides the other part of the answer to research question two. Representatives of consumer organizations and societal organizations criticize the GO-trade system because in their opinion it does not result in additional investments in renewable energy and does not contribute to an energy transition. The market-based GO-trade system results in very low prices that do not stimulate additional investments. Furthermore, more than half of renewable energy is not included in GO submissions. The largest economies in Europe choose active national involvement in energy policy instead of full cooperation in the market-based GO system.

3.3. System of GO Trade under Pressure: Activities and Effects of Societal Groups’ Criticism?

The implementation of Directive 2009/28 in the Netherlands resulted in an intriguing situation. On the one hand, the demand for renewable energy rose to 64% in 2015 and became a very popular product amongst households and small business. On the other hand, green energy labels became a contaminated product, and green energy trade was criticized by consumer representatives as well as by nature and environmental groups and other groups.
The question raised related to what societal groups did and the effect of their activities. The interviews and secondary research gave a perspective on this question. The societal groups most active in the field of green energy trade are characterized in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of societal organizations active in the field of green energy trade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Constituency</th>
<th>Related to e-Sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Consumentenbond (CB)</td>
<td>Association of consumers</td>
<td>Consumers 2015: 486, 403</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Eigen Huis (EH)</td>
<td>Association of homeowners</td>
<td>House owners: 2015: 712, 954</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>WNF</td>
<td>Association of nature friends</td>
<td>National International</td>
<td>Nature friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Greenpeace</td>
<td>Environmental pressure group</td>
<td>National International</td>
<td>Citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Natuur-en Milieufederaties (NME)</td>
<td>Environmental activity group</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Nature friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Wise</td>
<td>Anti-nuclear action group</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Anti-nuclear antagonists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>HIVOS</td>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>National International</td>
<td>Citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hier Opgewekt (HO)</td>
<td>Cooperation NME and Hier Klimaatbureau</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>See NME, TSO, VNG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Societal groups’ activities aimed especially at improving the mechanisms of the market-based GO-trade system. The activities can be categorized as: (1) improving transparency; and (2) stimulating directly and indirectly the consumption of real green energy.

(a) Improving transparency

Because information on energy labels did not disclose enough information, Greenpeace and the Consumentenbond invested in research on the sustainability profile of energy suppliers [54,55]. The research focused on the following areas: (1) investments and disinvestments; (2) energy production; (3) energy sales; and (4) energy delivery. The outcomes of the research were firstly meant to inform societal groups about the sustainability of Dutch energy suppliers [37,56].

In addition, individual societal organizations invested in research on subjects like the number of green energy clients of the Dutch energy companies, price development of GO trade, among others. According to the societal organizations, this information is a more accurate description of the energy market. It supports the objective of green energy and the transparency of the market. The research created a solid knowledge base for societal organizations that gives additional information about the green energy market.

The knowledge resulted in a small improvement in transparency as the aforementioned research was translated into a useful measurement. The result of the sustainability profile, expressed on a scale of 1 to 10 (1 = not sustainable, 10 = very sustainable), was very brief and clear. The list of energy suppliers was classified into: frontrunners, peloton, and laggards [4,5]. This classification was used by all of the societal groups to inform their constituency and others interested. In addition, the Consumentenbond developed an electronic tool to support consumers’ decision-making process.
Furthermore, the societal organizations collaborated with members of parliament to change rules about the content of electricity labels. This resulted in a change in the rules concerning energy suppliers’ communication with their clients. The origin of renewable energy now has to be communicated (in terms of produced in the Netherlands or not produced in the Netherlands).

The societal organizations draw attention to the need for further steps to improve transparency. A new method to improve information disclosure about the energy market is backed by the societal groups, the so-called ReDiss-method. It was developed by AIB members in cooperation with the issuing bodies of several countries [39]. The national supervisor, ACM, was also involved in the ReDiss-project. A coalition of societal groups, representatives of the GO-trade system, and the energy sector support the new idea.

(b) Stimulating green energy trade

Furthermore, societal groups were directly or indirectly involved in stimulating the purchase of “real” green energy:

In 2012, Wise introduced the concept of “cheat” electricity as a categorization for green energy bought especially in Scandinavia and Iceland (water energy). Since then, “cheat” electricity has been integrated in the idiom of Dutch consumers because newspapers and national media adopted the concept. Wise, Hier Opgewekt, and Greenpeace are very explicit in their communications about blaming energy companies that sell this “cheat” energy.

Wise and Hier Opgewekt are strict in their advice to consumers. If consumers choose green energy, the green energy labels that are not really green are excluded. “Not green” is interpreted by Wise as 75% produced in the Netherlands and covered by Dutch GOs. Hier Opgewekt demands at least 75% production in the Netherlands. These organizations plead for consumers to choose Dutch green electricity.

Two societal organizations arrange collective procurement procedures for their members, using green energy criteria that are in line with those for “real” green energy. Large groups of consumers participate in these green energy procurement procedures. Thus far, 489,000 consumers have chosen another energy supplier as a result of Eigen Huis’ collective procurement procedure.

The effect of these activities is not so much a destabilization of the market-based GO-trade system as a demand stimulus within the boundaries of the current rules. It is difficult to assess the effect of societal organizations on the green energy trade. However, a demand stimulus for Dutch green electricity seems to have occurred after the activities of societal organizations since 2012 [2]. Energy suppliers offer substantially more Dutch green energy labels than before [2]. In the period 2012 to 2016, the price of GOs for Dutch wind energy and Dutch sun energy rose considerably [57]. It seems that the societal organizations have influenced the green energy market and the GO market effectively.

The different organizations in the GO-implementation system do not agree with the categorization of green energy as “cheat” energy. According to CertiQ, this categorization jeopardizes the GO system and puts pressure on it. According to CertiQ, Greenpeace and Wise’s plea to buy Dutch GOs is not necessary because foreign GOs are a valid proof of the authenticity of the renewable energy. Energy suppliers complained to the ACM about categorizations like “cheat” electricity. Their grievances were not substantiated by official complaints that ACM would have to investigate and assess. Neither is ACM itself willing to investigate the categorization as a supervisor. The societal groups’ communication is welcomed as an acceptable additional bit of information for consumers.

Societal groups have a pragmatic approach to improving the market-based GO-trade system. Although some of these groups operate in different countries, the international aspects are not under scrutiny. GO trade is seen as an imperfect system, but so far there is no lobbying about it in European decision-making processes.

The Ministry of Economic Affairs acts as loyal member state that implements the Commission’s renewable energy directive as it is. The ministry is well aware of the difficulties regarding imports of green energy, as it was responsible for such imports under the green certificate system that preceded
GO trade. Approval was not initially given for the import of green water energy, but, soon after, it was allowed as long as the energy was fed in on energy transport lines [8–10].

This subsection answers the third research question concerning the action of societal groups. Consequent to societal groups’ criticisms, their main resulting activities are attempts to improve the transparency of the market and stimulate “real” green energy. Their activities contributed to an adaptation of the rules concerning the provision of information about green energy by energy companies. Furthermore, the demand for Dutch green energy seems to have been raised as a result of communication, advice, and collective procurement procedures for households. Prices for this type of GOs have risen lately. Thus far, no attention has been paid by societal groups to mitigating the flaws of the GO-trade system.

4. Discussion

Contradictory opinions regarding the Dutch green energy market for households and small business provided the starting point of our research. After more than a decade, green energy has become the most popular type of electricity bought by Dutch households. At the same time, green energy labels have become a contaminated product in the Netherlands. Societal organizations criticize the lack of transparency and the failure of the GO-trade system to contribute to CO\textsubscript{2} reductions.

We have tried to understand the contradictory aspects of the GO-trade system by looking at the actors involved in the process of green energy delivery. The interaction between public, semi-public, and private organizations in the market-based GO-trade system elucidates the underlying mechanisms. Our research shows that market forces and political factors in the GO-trade system determine the dynamics of the market. Both the success and the criticism of the GO-based system are better understood in terms of the economics–politics dichotomy.

The idea of liberalizing the energy market was to support the economics in the system. The renewable energy directive (Directive 2009/28) opens up the possibilities of GO trade between energy suppliers, energy producers, and households. Economic forces incentivized energy suppliers to offer green energy labels from the start. The big three energy suppliers in the Netherlands responded quickly to the strong demand for the new products. Green energy labels were attractive to households, as demonstrated by the growing market share. The implementation of the directive by CertiQ supervised by ACM became an undisputed institution.

However, the success of the GO-trade system was not solely a market adaptation to demand and supply. The price of green energy was influenced by the Dutch government, which provided three different financial support measures in the period 2001 to 2015. These measures offered support to energy suppliers that compensated the additional production costs of renewable energy. It was therefore possible for energy suppliers to offer green energy at a competitive and sometimes even low price. As price is by far the most important factor in households’ decision-making process, this was a critical factor. The impact of the governmental support proved to be critical, as demand dropped 20% when one of the three support measures became less attractive. Energy consumers are sympathetic towards green energy but are only to a limited extent willing to pay more for it. In the absence of governmental support, the Dutch share of green energy consumption would have been lower and in line with other European countries. Obviously, the dynamics in the GO market and its success result from the economic forces of the GO-trade system and the governmental support.

Economic and political forces are also determining factors in the failure of the GO-trade system to stimulate additional green energy production.

The GO-trade system stimulates energy imports and exports by producers and traders in different EU countries. For the Netherlands, GO trade was unavoidable because of the need to accumulate enough certificates to accommodate the national demand for green energy. Countries like Norway, with an abundance of renewable energy and low domestic demand, export GOs, and this provides around €20 million in additional revenues. The red pathway that many energy suppliers in the Netherlands use is legitimized by the trade system but does not stimulate additional production.
Thus far, the accuracy of the competent bodies for issuing, transferring, and cancelling GOs has been criticized, as also the role of national supervisors.

The research in this article demonstrates some structural shortcomings in the GO-trade system that are in line with experiences with the liberalization of European energy markets as well as market-based systems like the ETS. The GO-trade system cannot contribute to additional renewable energy supply in Norway or any other country because the GO prices are too low, as was also clear in the ETS [18,19]. Low GO prices result in low revenues and do not stimulate investment in renewable energy.

Different political factors prohibit a harmonized implementation of Directive 2009/28. In the first place, national governments prefer to implement their own energy policy rather than actively participate in the market-based GO-trade system. Of the renewable energy produced, 32% is ineligible for GO trade because countries prioritize their own national support schemes [17]. National governments withdraw the right to financial support if energy suppliers submit a request for GOs. An additional 20% of renewable energy is not submitted for GOs; this seems to reflect a lack of interest in GOs. As less than 50% of energy production is covered by GOs, the market is obviously not perfect yet.

In the second place, national governments choose to stimulate renewable energy in their own style. The old reflexes of preoccupation with the energy sector exist in the GO-trade system as they did before energy market liberalization [15]. Lack of harmonization is a well-known obstacle in the liberalization process, and the GO-trade system is no exception to the rule. Neither the Dutch government, nor the German and French governments, have implemented the idea of market liberalization or active support of GO trade. Even the European Commission itself is not an exception. Directive 2009/28 explicitly does not include the outcomes of the GO system as a performance indicator for progress in renewable energy policy. Renewable energy production is used as a performance indicator—a fact that does not encourage the development of a liberalized market.

The Commission is aware that, in particular, large companies and governments play a major role in European decision-making, such as Directive 2009/28. Interestingly, societal organizations were important in the implementation of Directive 2009/28 in the Netherlands. Their role was both critical and constructive, because their involvement resulted in an improvement in the transparency of the green energy market. Because consumer organizations and other societal groups played an active part on the market, the GO prices for Dutch renewable energy rose. These groups improved the GO-trade system mechanism within the limits of the current rules. The case of the market-based GO-trade system supports the idea of an active involvement of societal groups [21,58].

The constructive criticism of societal groups regarding the GO-trade mechanisms was translated into a probably successful attempt to add a more national color. However, their severe criticism of the market-based system deserves a greater audience than their constituency and Dutch consumers. The shortcomings of the GO-trade system are in line with structural problems encountered in the energy market liberalization process and in other market-based systems such as the ETS. The Dutch government is well aware of the problems because problems concerning green certificates were already manifest in the national trade system that preceded the GO-trade system. However, national energy policy persists in an approach of passive implementation of Directive 2009/28. Hopefully, the evaluation and amendment of the renewable energy directive will give some momentum to solving deficiencies in the GO-trade system.

In this article, we have studied the political economy of the Dutch green energy market for households and small business. We have identified political and economic factors that determine the introduction of the market-based GO system. Although our research focuses on the Dutch green energy market, we have also dealt with the international aspects of the GO market. The Netherlands can only account for their green energy sales because of the red pathway in which Scandinavian water energy (GOs) is imported. We would like to recommend an international study of the market-based system in all participating countries. To use the full potential of this market-based system, it is necessary to
understand the dynamics of the GO-trade system and correct its flaws. The Dutch experiences are an interesting but small part of the puzzle.

The subject of this article lies at the crossroads of different debates, theories, and conceptual models. The outcomes of our research provide several ideas for theoretical elaborations. In the first place, analysis of the introduction of the market-based GO-trade system in the Netherlands clarifies that political factors such as national interests and limited harmonized implementation of Directive 2009/28 are important prohibiting factors. An international comparative study of the European GO system could be interpreted in terms of these experiences in European decision-making. Furthermore, the critical and very constructive role of consumer representatives deserves further attention. The Commission is well aware of its limits concerning the involvement of societal groups and citizens in European decision-making. This article demonstrates the added value of an active involvement of societal groups and should be followed up by an investigation of the potential of their involvement in other decision-making processes.
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